Abstract-Although search by keywords is particularly important for resource and service discovery in P2P networks, existing techniques for keyword search in structured P2P overlays suffer from several problems: unbalanced load, hot spots, fault tolerance, storage redundancy, and unable to facilitate ranking and keyword expansion. In this paper, we present a general keyword index and search scheme for structured P2P networks that avoids these problems, and in which object insert, delete, and search can be efficiently performed. Some experimental results are also presented to support our claim.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OST of the structured P2P networks resemble a distributed hash table (DHT) . A node in a DHT represents a bucket that is to handle some objects. Locating an object first needs to determine the node handling the object. This is usually done by hashing the object's name to obtain a key that maps to a unique node in the network. The remaining task then is simply a routing of the query message to the node handling the object. Examples of DHT networks include Chord [1] , CAN [2] , Pastry [3] , and Tapestry [4] . They differ basically in how nodes maintain their neighbor tables to guarantee an efficient routing path between every pair of nodes.
A distinguishing characteristic of DHTs is that search is deterministic: given the key of an object (and only through the key), the underlying location and routing scheme guarantees to find the object within bounded cost. Search by key, however, is useful only when we have exact name information about the resource we want, but often times we have only partial description of the target. So much attention has been paid to build a more flexible search service, such as keyword/attribute search, on top of the networks.
The most common way to implement keyword search in information systems is by inverted index. An inverted index is a set of pairs (w, O), where w is a keyword, and O is the set of objects containing this keyword; see Fig. 1 . Once an inverted index is built, a set of keywords can be entered to find all objects that contain these keywords. For example, in keywords term1, term2, and term3, we can find the object (i.e., Object1) that has all these keywords. To implement keyword search in a P2P network, a distributed version of inverted index can be built. A simple way is to distribute the entries so that each keyword is assigned a node to index the objects that have this keyword. By incorporating into DHT networks, one can use a given keyword as key to determine the node that is responsible for the keyword, and obtains objects that contain the keyword. By taking a join operation, one can retrieve objects with a given keyword set.
The above approach, although commonly used in existing P2P systems (e.g., [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] ), suffers from several problems. The first one concerns load balance. In a real world corpus, keyword frequency-the count of a keyword's occurrence in objects-varies enormously. The distribution typically follows Zipf's law, meaning that a few keywords occur very often while many others occur rarely. So, simply mapping each entry in an inverted index to a node makes the indexing load extremely uneven.
The second problem concerns indexing overhead. If an object σ contains keywords w 1 , . . . , w k , then creating entries for each keyword means that information about the object is repeatedly stored at k different places. A typical object has a few to dozens of keywords in its metadata. So this redundancy makes object insert, delete, and maintenance very expensive, as it has to deal with multiple peer accesses in the network. Note that redundancy is necessary in coping with fault tolerance. However, the redundancy incurred by the above index scheme does not solve fault tolerance in a natural way because the number of keywords of an object has no correlation with the failure probability of the object.
Moreover, even though an object is indexed at several 0733-8716$20.00 c 2007 IEEE places, each keyword is still handled only by a single node. Any failure to the node would then deny all queries involving this keyword. The system is also vulnerable to hot spots, as nodes responsible for some popular keywords may be queried much more frequently than the others. The last problem concerns object ranking and query expansion. If the object space is huge, a query composed of some popular keywords could match a very large number of objects. One would certainly prefer some ranking mechanism to help select relevant objects, but such feature is less addressed in existing P2P systems. Ranking, in general, requires some global knowledge. For example, in information retrieval, the concept of inverse document frequency (IDF) has been used to measure how importance a keyword is. It is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of the number of documents in a collection to the number of documents containing the keyword [11] . So infrequent words have high IDF and common words such as 'mp3' have low IDF. IDF can be easily calculated when indexing service is centralized, but the cost is high to get a good measure of it in a decentralized environment.
On the other hand, short queries severely affect search precision [12] . In information retrieval, query expansion [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] has been studied for decades to expand queries with some additional keywords to help describing the target and narrowing down the search scope. However, query expansion is less addressed in existing P2P systems, perhaps due to that co-occurrence relation between keywords is expensive to obtain in a fully distributed environment.
In this paper, we present a general keyword index and search scheme for DHT networks. The idea is to map each object to an r-bit vector according to its keyword set, and view these r-bit vectors as points in an r-dimensional hypercube. By mapping the conceptual hypercube to the underlying DHT network, each object has one, and only one node to index the object. So no extra overhead is used in indexing. Moreover, since the indexing node of an object is uniquely determined by the object's keyword set, locating an object by its keyword set is simply a message routing to the node handling the keyword set, which can be done very efficiently in the DHT network.
The mapping from objects to hypercube also ensures that objects with similar keyword sets are likely to be mapped to points close to each other. The less the number of keywords two objects differ, the close the distance of their mapping points. This clustering property allows us to retrieve objects with certain relevance by traversing within the conceptual hypercube. It also allows nodes to obtain co-occurrence of keywords by communicating with only neighboring nodes, thereby easy to facilitate query expansion. The mapping also ensures that even if a large number of objects all contain some popular keyword, they are likely to be indexed by different nodes (unless their keyword sets are meant to be exactly the same). The larger the number of objects, the more the number of nodes to index them. So indexing loads are effectively distributed to the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work; Section III presents our system model and formalizes the keyword search problem; Section IV presents the keyword index and search scheme; Section V presents experimental results; and, finally, Section VI concludes.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the key issues in fully decentralized P2P networks is how to efficiently locate a target object. When the network is Gnutella-like unstructured, each node often locally maintains objects it shares to the network. Since query messages are passed around nodes to check if they have the desired objects, a variety of searches can be offered, including, of course, keyword search. However, since search is typically a blind process traversing around the network, to avoid flooding the network, some TTL is set to limit the search space. So search cannot be guaranteed if target objects are distant. Much work on unstructured P2P networks has been devoted to search improvement (e.g., [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] ), with some specifically focusing on keyword search [21] , [22] , [23] .
Structured P2P networks like DHTs basically support only exact name match [24] , [25] , as objects are given a unique identifier obtained by hashing their names to determine their location in the network. Keyword search must be built on top of the overlay to enhance search functionality. Several mechanisms have been proposed for keyword search in DHTs, but all of them use inverted index as the primary data structure. In [6] , distributed inverted index is directly built over Tapestry [4] , and so the bandwidth requirement is high when multiple keywords are issued. The bandwidth can be traded off by letting each node responsible for a keyword also store the keyword set of every document it has indexed. So when a query is sent to a node responsible for a keyword in the query, the node can answer the query without consulting others. Clearly, the storage cost to pay is high. In [8] , a similar approach is used to save bandwidth consumption of a join operation. To reduce storage cost, the keyword set of a document is published to nodes responsible for "important terms" in that document. Term weight is determined by IR algorithms that rely on some global statistics. Query expansion is also adopted to alleviate the poor search quality problem resulted by low-weight terms.
In [7] , Bloom filters [26] are used to represent document set described by a given keyword. So when one wishes to search documents containing keywords w 1 , w 2 , . . ., the corresponding Bloom filters of the keywords can be transmitted among nodes for the join operation, thereby reducing bandwidth consumption. Bandwidth in query can also be reduced via caching [27] . In [5] , multiple keywords are additionally treated as a single entry in the inverted index table if they are highly correlated. So when some query involving a keyword set K is issued, instead of querying each individual keyword in K and then taking a join operation, the search mechanism can go directly to the node that is responsible for the query set. This saves bandwidth and speeds up search process, but at the expense of extra storage. Correlation between keywords is also not easily available in a distributed environment.
In [9] , both nodes and documents are partitioned into groups so that each group handles some subset of documents. Within each group, distributed inverted index is built to process keyword search for documents within the group. A query is broadcast hierarchically among groups to gather results from each group. The number of groups is a parameter that tunes the system in between Gnutella-like unstructured search and purely distributed inverted index in structured networks. A similar approach, but with a more sophisticated treatment of inter-and intra-group structure, is given in [10] .
More complex queries have also been investigated for structured P2P networks. For example, pSearch [28] facilitates content-based full-text search. In pSearch, each document/query is represented as a unit vector in the Cartesian space using vector space model (VSM) and latent semantic indexing (LSI) devised in information retrieval. Similarity of two documents (or between a query and a document) can be measured by the cosine of their representing vectors. Likewise, documents that are semantically close have their representing vectors (points) geometrically close in the Cartesian space. A beautiful P2P network that is conceptually built over a d-dimensional Cartesian space is CAN (Content-Addressable Network) [2] , which partitions the space into zones and assigns each zone to a node. By treating documents as semantic points in the Cartesian space of CAN, techniques developed in the IR community and in the P2P community can be gracefully married to facilitate content-based full-text search in large distributed information systems. Note that some form of global knowledge on the dictionary of all potential keywords and their frequencies in documents are needed at each peer in order to calculate representing vectors. Also note that a typical implementation of pSearch requires a CAN of dimension ranging from 50 to 350 [28] .
We note that most DHTs require each node to maintain only an O(log N )-size routing table (while achieving O(log N )-hop lookup), where N is the number of nodes in the network. For example, a Chord of one million nodes requires each node to maintain about 20 nodes as neighbors in the overlay. So, a CAN of dimension of 50 to 350 is unusual as compared to a typical DHT layout. Large routing tables imply high overlay maintenance costs (and notice that DHT networks are often criticized by their high maintenance costs). So using pSearch to perform keyword search is an overkill, as no existing scheme for keyword search requires such a high dimensional DHT network.
In contrast to full-text information retrieval, keyword search is more fundamental, above which various applications such as file sharing and resource and service discovery can be built. We believe that a good keyword search layer is needed and must offer a deterministic yet flexible search so that all objects matching some specified attributes can be precisely located, and returned in a way the applications wish, with minimum knowledge on the global state. Such function is particularly useful in resource and service discovery, and in multimedia documents sharing. These are the target of our work.
III. SYSTEM MODEL We envisage a P2P application system as a four-layer structure shown in Fig. 2 . Typically, applications such as file sharing, document retrieval, storage sharing, and service discovery, are placed on top of a P2P overlay, which in turn is built on a physical network. Here we have inserted a keyword/attribute search layer in between the application layer and the P2P overlay to facilitate object retrieval.
To provide guaranteed search-that is, if an object is residing somewhere in the network, then it can be located with reasonable cost-our keyword/attribute search layer is built on a DHT network. To make the layer as general as possible, we do not assume any specific DHT overlay, but rather a generalized structure on which our keyword/attribute search layer can be linked to. The following section presents such a generalized DHT overlay.
A. A generalized Model of DHT Networks
A DHT network (or simply a DHT) is an overlay built upon a physical network. The overlay can be modeled by a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes in the network, and E is the set of links between nodes. Each node u is assigned a unique n-bit binary ID. When no ambiguity is possible, we simply treat u as an ID. An edge (u, v) in E means that u knows a direct way to send a message to v.
A set O of objects is shared in the network. Each object σ ∈ O also has a unique ID, and has a set of replicas spread in the network. For every node u storing a copy of σ, we use (σ, u) to denote reference to the replica. The reference (σ, u) typically consists of the IP/Port of u and the physical address of σ within the node. A reference to σ must be obtained in order to access a copy of σ. So references serve as some index to objects, and locating an object is equivalent to locating a reference to the object. In DHTs, a reference of an object is not necessarily stored at the same node that stores the physical copy of the object. The set of references maintained at a node v is denoted by Refs v .
Associated with the overlay G is a distributed object location and routing (DOLR) scheme for accessing objects in the network. Let ID(n) be the set of all possible n-bit binary IDs. A DOLR scheme involves a mapping L : O → ID(n), and one routing mechanism. The mapping L deterministically and uniformly maps each object σ ∈ O (by its ID) to exactly one node in V whose ID equal to L(σ) to handle the object. The routing mechanism determines, for every two nodes u and v in V , at least one (u, v)-path in G.
Three operations are supported by the DOLR scheme for accessing objects: Insert, Delete, and Read (and Update if you will). When node u publishes a copy of object σ, it invokes the operation Insert (x, σ, u) to place the reference (σ, u) of the copy at a node x whose ID equal to L(σ). The operation proceeds as follows: First, the node x is determined. Then, an insert request for (σ, u) is forwarded hop by hop to x along a (u, x)-path in the overlay. When the insert request arrives at x, the reference (σ, u) is added to Refs x . Accordingly, Delete and Read operations can be derived based on the Insert operation.
The above DOLR scheme requires every potential node ID in ID(n) be assumed by a unique node in the network. In practice, nodes may join and leave the network dynamically. Furthermore, to avoid ID collision the size of the node ID space is typically much larger than the actual number of nodes that may participate in the network. So not all potential node IDs have a mapping to actual nodes, and the DOLR scheme must have a surrogate routing mechanism to handle absence of nodes. That is, if a node v is absent, then the scheme will find an existing node S(v) in V to play the role of v so that every message to v will be automatically routed to S(v). As a result, we may assume that the overlay is reliable and selforganizing.
B. The Keyword Search Problem
Insert, delete, and read operations in the DOLR scheme require the target object ID be known. Some applications may need to locate an object with only keywords. To provide keyword search service on the overlay, we assume that each object σ ∈ O is associated with a set K σ of keywords. For any object σ, we say that a keyword set
For each set K of keywords, we define O K to be the set of objects that can be described by K; that is,
To provide keyword search service, we need to design a distributed index scheme so that an object can be located by specifying some keywords in a query. Two functions can be identified:
• Pin Search: Given keyword set K, the service should return the set {σ ∈ O | K σ = K} of objects that match exactly the keyword set K.
• Superset Search: Given keyword set K and some threshold t, the service should return a set of min(t, |O K |) objects that can be described by K. Given a small keyword set K, there may be a very large number of objects that can be described by K. So, in practice, superset search can be designated as cumulative so that the results returned by consecutive searches with the same keyword set must be different, where the threshold t in a query specifies the number of objects to be returned in each round. This is commonly used in large information systems such as Google, which allows users to "browse" 10 matching results per step.
IV. THE KEYWORD INDEX AND SEARCH SCHEME Our distributed index scheme is built on a logical structure-an r-dimensional hypercube vector space-over a DHT network. To present this index scheme, we first introduce the hypercube, and then the relationship between the logical structure and the underlying DHT network. th dimension. For each node u ∈ V , we define a set One(u) of integers as follows:
A. An r-Dimensional Hypercube Vector Space
; that is, the positions at which u has bit-1. Similarly, we define
v be two r-bit vectors. We say that v contains u if and only if One(u) ⊆ One(v).
The following two definitions will be used in subsequent sections.
Definition 4.1: Let H r = (V, E) be a hypercube and u ∈ V be a node. A subhypercube induced by u, denoted by H r (u), is a subgraph G = (U, F ) of H r such that every node w ∈ V is in U if and only if w contains u, and every edge e ∈ E is in F if and only if its two end points are in U .
By the definition, all nodes w in U have bit-1 at each position in One(u). If we remove those bits, then each node w becomes an (r − |One(u)|)-bit string; that is, a |Zero(u)|-bit string. Furthermore, in the resulting graph every two nodes have an edge if and only if they differ in exactly one bit. That is, the resulting graph is a |Zero(u)|-dimensional hypercube. So H r (u) is isomorphic to a |Zero(u)|-dimensional hypercube. Fig. 3 illustrates H 4 (0100) induced by node 0100 in H 4 , which is isomorphic to H 3 .
Broadcast can be done very efficiently in hypercubes through the use of spanning binomial trees [29] . The following gives the definition of the tree we will be using in the paper.
Definition 4.2: Let H r = (V, E) be a hypercube of dimension r and u ∈ V be a node. The spanning binomial tree rooted at u, denoted by SBT (u), is a tree consisting of the nodes in V and the edges defined by the following: For every node v ∈ V , let p be the dimension satisfying
and its children are By the definition, a spanning binomial tree SBT (u) of H r has depth r, and a node v at the l th level of SBT (u) (where root u is at level 0) has Hamming distance l from u. (The Hamming distance between any two r-bit binary strings u and v is Hamming (u, v 
That is, in a spanning binomial tree, every node that is l depth from the root has exactly l bits different from the root in their IDs. This important property will later be used in our keyword search scheme.
Recall that a subhypercube H r (u) induced by u is isomorphic to a |Zero(u)|-dimensional hypercube. We can similarly define spanning binomial trees on H r (u) by masking the bits at the positions in One(u) for every node in H r (u). In the paper we will need the spanning binomial tree of H r (u) to be rooted at u. We call this tree the spanning binomial tree induced by u, and denote it by SBT Hr (u). Fig. 4 illustrates SBT H4 (0100).
B. Map to a DHT Network
Our index scheme is based on an r-dimensional logical hypercube H r (V, E). The hypercube can be constructed directly from a physical hypercube (e.g. HyperCuP [30] ), or conceptually built on a DHT. The advantage of using a physical hypercube is that communication between two neighboring nodes in the logical layer costs only one hop of message transmission in the physical overlay.
On the other hand, the advantage of laying the hypercube over a DHT is that DHT networks have been well studied and a variety of them are available in the literature. To construct H r (V, E) over a physical DHT G = (V , E ), we simply need a mapping g : V → V so that every logical node in the hypercube has a corresponding physical node in the network. However, as mentioned before, most DHTs offer O(log N ) hop-to-hop delay for communication between any two nodes, where N is the size of the network. So a message transmission between any two nodes in the hypercube will cost O(log N ) messages in the DHT. Another advantage is that the size of the hypercube can be decoupled from the size of the DHT. As we shall see in Section V-A, the former is often determined by the object set to be indexed, while the latter is determined by the number of participating nodes in the system.
Our index scheme does not impose any specific requirement on the mapping of hypercube nodes to DHT nodes, and thus makes it a general keyword search layer over any chosen DHT. Nevertheless, some guidelines may be provided to choose the mapping. For example, when the size of the hypercube is larger than the size of the DHT (i.e., there are more logical nodes than physical nodes), then for load balancing, we can use a hash function (e.g., SHA-1) to uniformly map logical nodes (by their IDs) to physical nodes. When the size of the hypercube is smaller, only a portion of the physical nodes will actually be responsible for indexing objects. This allows some leeway in selecting indexing nodes. For example, many researches have observed that nodes in P2P networks are not homogeneous: some are more stable/powerful than the others [31] , [32] . So we may select stable/powerful nodes to serve as indexing nodes in the hypercube. The use of "supernodes" as index servers for ordinary nodes has been practically adopted in several popular unstructured P2P networks like KaZaA and eMule.
C. An Index Scheme over the Hypercube
We now present an index scheme on a hypercube H r (V, E). Throughout the rest of the section, unless stated otherwise, all nodes refer to the nodes in the hypercube. Let W be the set of all keywords considered in the system. Let h : W → {0, 1, . . . , r − 1} be a uniform hash function that maps every keyword in W to an integer in {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}. We define a mapping F h : 2 W → V as follows: F h (K) = u if, and only if, One(u) = {h(w) | w ∈ K}. In other words, F h (K) is the node whose bits are set by the hash function h according to the keywords in K. We say that u is responsible for K if F h (K) = u. Thus, for every possible set of keywords in the system, there is a unique node in the hypercube responsible for the set. Note that a node may be responsible for more than one set of keywords (as F h (K) might be equal to F h (K ) for some K and K ). We use R u to denote the set of keyword sets for which u is responsible; that is,
To build the index scheme, for each object σ that is associated with keyword set K σ , we let the node F h (K σ ) in the hypercube maintain an entry K σ , σ in its index table. We say that σ is indexed at the node, and we use O u to denote the set of objects that are indexed at u; that is, 
D. Search in the Hypercube
Given a keyword set K, we can locate a copy of object associated with K by first finding the node in H r that is responsible for K. The node is determined by F h (K). Once the node is located, its index table can be searched to obtain the ID of an object σ that is associated with the keyword set K. Then, a call Read (σ) to the underlying DHT network will invoke the DOLR scheme to return a copy of σ. So pin search is directly supported by the scheme. For example, in Fig. 5 , to search objects with keyword set {b, c, e}, since F h ({b, c, e}) = 1011, we can issue a query to node 1011 to retrieve the objects.
For superset search, we need to retrieve objects that can be described by K. To locate the objects, we need to find all the nodes that are responsible for a superset of K. Recall that a subhypercube H r (u) of H r induced by u consists of all nodes
). So every node in H r that is responsible for a superset of K is in the subhypercube induced by u = F h (K). This property allows us to search for only the subhypercube if we wish to find out any object that can be described by K.
Moreover, when searching the subhypercube, we can explore the spanning binomial tree SBT Hr (u) rooted at u. Recall that a node v at depth i in the tree has Hamming distance i from the root. For every keyword set
This means that if we search the tree SBT Hr (u) in a breadth-first style, we can locate objects whose associated keyword sets gradually enlarge, thereby allowing the upper-level applications to retrieve relevant objects more effectively. The following two lemmas summarize the above properties. Their proofs are straightforward.
Lemma 4.1: Let u ∈ V be a node in H r = (V, E), and K ⊆ W be a keyword set for which u is responsible. Then, all objects that can be described by K are indexed at nodes in the subhypercube H r (u) induced by u.
Lemma 4.2: Let u ∈ V be a node in H r = (V, E), H r (u) be a subhypercube induced by u, and SBT Hr (u) be a spanning binomial tree rooted at u. For every node v in the tree, if v is at depth d, then for every keyword set K u ∈ R u , every keyword set
Finally, when performing a superset search, a typical scenario is that a user starts by specifying a set of keywords, browses through some returned objects, and then adds more keywords to refine the search. The following lemma says that the second query has a search space within the first one. An implication of the lemma is that we can cache some information about the nodes visited in earlier queries for search refinement, so as to save bandwidth.
Lemma 4.3:
In the following we present detailed operations to the index scheme. Each node u in the hypercube H r maintains an index table Tbl u of entries of the format: keyword set , object id . An entry K, σ in the table means that there is an object σ in the network that is associated with keyword set K. The set of entries K, σ 1 , . . ., K, σ n with the same keyword set can obviously be merged into a single entry K, {σ 1 , . . . , σ n } .
Insert: When a node u in the DHT publishes a copy of object σ, it uses the function L to determine the node L(σ) in the DHT network that handles references of σ. Then, u invokes the operation Insert (L(σ), σ, u) in the underlying DOLR scheme to place the reference σ, u of the copy at L(σ). When node L(σ) adds the reference to its reference list, the insert operation ends if a copy of σ already exists. If no copy of σ is there, then an index of the object is created and inserted into the hypercube. To do so, let K σ be the set of keywords associated with σ. Node L(σ) computes the node F h (K σ ) in the hypercube that is responsible for indexing
Delete: If a node u in the DHT wishes to delete a copy of object σ it has previously published, it uses the same procedure as in the insert operation to locate the node that handles the reference σ, u . Then, u invokes the operation Delete(L(σ), σ, u) in the underlying DOLR scheme to remove the reference from node L(σ). The delete operation ends if there is another copy of σ. Otherwise, since no copy of σ exists in the network, the index of the object should be deleted from the hypercube. The index delete process is similar to the insert process. Node L(σ) invokes the operation Delete(g(F h (K σ )), K σ , σ) in the underlying DOLR scheme to delete the index entry K σ , σ from node g(F h (K σ )).
Superset Search: A superset search operation composed of a keyword set K and some threshold t must return a set of min(t, |O K |) objects that can be described by K. By Lemma 4.1 the search space can be limited within the subhypercube H r (F h (K)). Although any node in the subhypercube may potentially index some objects that can be described by K, there are subtle differences between the objects. By Lemma 4.2, if a node x is d steps away from the root in the spanning binomial tree SBT Hr (F h (K)), then every object indexed at x that can be described by K is associated with a keyword set that contains at least d more keywords than K has, and so is likely to be less general (and thus more specific on a certain subject) than the objects with exactly the keyword set K. Depending on the applications, we can explore the spanning binomial tree in a breadth-first style from either top down, or bottom up. The former returns search results by giving preference to more general objects, while the latter to more specific objects. Here we present the first approach; the other alternative can be done with only a slight modification.
Before presenting the algorithm, it is useful to note that the spanning binomial tree SBT Hr (F h (K)) is completely determined by K. Once K is given, every node in the tree knows its position (in particular, its parent and child nodes) in the tree. This means that traversing the tree can be done in a purely distributed way. For simplicity, in the following we let the root node manage the search. This includes tracking the nodes to be visited and determining whether or not to continue the search (based on if enough results have been collected).
Let v = F h (K) be the node that is responsible for K. A node u that initiates a superset search sends v a request T QUERY (K, t, u, −, −) (where 'T' stands for "Top-down superset search".) In general, the message has the form: T QUERY (K, c, u, d, v) , where K is the queried keyword set, c is the number of results to collect, u is the node to collect the results, d is used to record search points in the spanning binomial tree, and v is the node to manage the search. The last two fields are not needed in the initial query.
When 
K, L, R, S, G, H, M, N, Z, X, Y, W, P, Q.
As noted in Section III-B, superset search can be made cumulative to let consecutive searches browse through a large matching set steps by steps. In the above operation, cumulative superset search can be easily implemented by letting the root node v = F h (K) keep the queue U for subsequent queries until the search has completed.
Finally, we note that when the hypercube is conceptually built from a DHT, each node in the hypercube has a direct mapping to a physical node in the DHT. So every message sent between two nodes in the hypercube during insert, delete, and search operations is easily translated to be a message sent between two physical nodes in the DHT. So no routing information in the hypercube is necessary for the operations; the underlying DHT can take the responsibility for locating any destination node. Still, when searching in a spanning binomial tree, a node may need to contact its immediately children, which are actually its neighbors in the hypercube. So caching neighboring information, as well as search results in the hypercube, does help reducing communication cost and boosting search performance. We will address the cache issue in the experiment in Section V-D.
E. Complexity Analysis
In this section we analyze the search cost in our scheme. Pin search is clearly very effectively: it takes only one message transmission for query and another one for returning the result. Insert and Delete operations are also quite efficient: each takes only one message to update a node's index table, as each object is indexed at only one node.
For superset search that is composed of a keyword set K ⊆ W and is initiated by a node u ∈ V , the cost of the operation consists of three parts: (i) transmitting the query from u to the node v = F h (K); (ii) search in the subhypercube H r (F h (K)); and (iii) transmitting the IDs of all objects in O K to node u by the nodes that receive the search request.
When searching in the subhypercube, query messages are sent sequentially from the root F h (K) to the other nodes so that the operation can be terminated when it returns enough matching objects. The size of the subhypercube H r (F h (K)) is 2 r−|One(F h (K))| . So if local computing time is negligible compared to the message transmission time, the operation requires at most 2 r−|One(F h (K))| message transmission time, and costs at most 2 · 2 r−|One(F h (K))| messages in the hypercube. One can also speed the search process by sending query messages simultaneously to the nodes in the spanning binomial tree SBT Hr (F h (K)) that are at the same level. In this case, the time complexity can be sped up to r − |One(F h (K))|.
The above analysis depends on the parameter |One(F h (K))|, which can be calculated as follows. Recall that One(F h (K)) is defined to be the set {h(w) | w ∈ K}, where h is a hash function that uniformly and independently maps every keyword in W to an integer in {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}. Let |K| = m. Then the probability that |One(F h (K))| = j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , min(r, m)}, is equivalent to the probability that m distinct balls are distributed into r distinct buckets such that exactly j out of the r buckets are nonempty. So
P(|One(F
So the expected value of |One(F h (K))| is
F. Comparison with Distributed Inverted Index
We comment on some properties of the hypercube index scheme, and compare it with the distributed inverted index scheme that is commonly used in the literature.
First, we observe that even if several objects all contain a popular keyword, they are still likely to be differentiated by other keywords (unless they are meant to be described by exactly the same keyword set). Since in our index scheme an object's keyword set uniquely determines (by the hash function h) the node that is to index the object, except for collisions, objects that have different keyword sets are likely to be indexed by different nodes. So even though several objects all contain a popular keyword, they are likely to be indexed by more than one node. The more the popularity of a keyword (that is, the more the number of objects containing the keyword), the more the number of nodes to index the objects. So the indexing load is effectively distributed to different nodes even if some keywords have very high occurrence frequency. Moreover, since there are a number of nodes to index a keyword, no single node failure can deny all queries involving the keyword. In contrast, in the distributed inverted index scheme each keyword is handled by only one node. So a node that is responsible for a popular keyword has high index load, and the failure of the node will block all queries involving the keyword.
Second, our index scheme does not introduce extra overhead, as only one index entry has been created per object, regardless of how many keywords it has. In contrast, k index entries are generated in distributed inverted index for an object with k keywords. So object insert, delete, and update in our index scheme requires access to only one node, as opposed to k nodes needed by distributed inverted index. Replication certainly helps increase fault tolerance (at the cost of extra storage and consistency maintenance), but this is up to the applications. Note that replication here refers to the index information that is used for keyword search. Object replication is orthogonal to index replication, and has already been assumed in our DHT model (see Section III-A). If one wishes, (index) replication can be done in two ways. One is to deal with it directly in the index layer, for example, by building a secondary hypercube. The other is to assume this function as part of the underlying DHT overlay, as many existing DHT overlays already have their techniques for replication and fault tolerance.
Third, since the node indexing an object in our scheme is determined uniquely by the object's keyword set, pin search requires only one lookup operation in the DHT overlay. In contrast, pin search is very expensive in the distributed inverted index scheme. This is because a node responsible for a keyword maintains only the information about which objects have the keyword. It does not store the keyword set information for each object (or else the index overhead would be high). So given a keyword set K, distributed inverted index can return the set of objects described by K, but cannot know whether they are described exactly by K.
From the above we also see that distributed inverted index can quickly resolve a superset query, as all objects having a keyword w are centrally maintained at the node responsible for w. So given a keyword set K, the scheme can return all objects having K by only |K| lookups followed by a join operation of the lookup results. Note that a lookup of some popular keyword may yield a very large set of objects in return. Furthermore, without other information to assist indexing, the system cannot provide useful information for users to select their objects.
In contrast to the centralized approach by distributed inverted index to index objects with a given keyword, our hypercube index scheme is fully distributed: given a keyword set K, all nodes in the subhypercube induced by F h (K) may involve in indexing objects containing keyword set K. Therefore, the search cost is high as compared to the centralized approach. In the worst case, the superset search space is 2 −|One(F h (K))| of the hypercube size to get a 100% recall rate. Although the search cost appears to be high (especially when K is small), we argue that in practice superset search does not need to return all matching objects, but rather a portion of them. So the focus should be on how to effectively return what users need from a potentially very large matching set.
Our index scheme indeed offers a variety of ways to help select objects. This is because objects in our index scheme are easily distinguished by the number of keywords they associate. For example, let K be a set of keywords. Our index scheme can easily locate objects that are associated with exactly the set K of keywords, objects that are associated with K plus one more keyword, K plus two more keywords, and so on. Moreover, within each category, e.g., K plus one more keyword, objects can further be distinguished by the extra keyword they have, e.g., K plus a specific keyword σ 1 , K plus a specific keyword σ 2 , and so on. This interesting feature allows upper level applications to retrieve objects in the order they wish. For example, an application might prefer more specific objects to be retrieved first. In this case, when a search request with a keyword set K is issued, our index scheme can return objects containing this keyword set K in the order by giving preference to those with more extra keywords. On the other hand, if an application prefers more general objects, then our index scheme can give preference to those with fewer extra keywords. Furthermore, our index scheme may also sample some objects in each category described above, e.g., objects that have an extra keyword σ 1 , an extra keyword σ 2 , . . ., two extra keywords σ 1 , σ 2 , two extra keywords σ 1 , σ 3 , . . ., and so on; and then return these sample objects along with their extra keyword(s) to help users refine their queries. Note that no global knowledge is required to implement this ranking mechanism.
The clustering effect of keyword sets also makes query expansion easy to achieve, because a node can obtain which additional keywords are likely to co-occur with its keyword set by contacting only its neighbors. Query expansion not only solves the short query problem, but also helps resolving hot spots in our system. The following section will discuss this in more details.
G. Query Expansion
Query expansion is an important technique in information retrieval (IR). It has long been studied (e.g., [12] ) that the vocabulary problem becomes severe when queries are short while the database to be searched is large, as in the Web or P2P networks. Query expansion improves search by adding relevant keywords to a query to help describing the target objects, thereby narrowing down the scope to be searched.
There are two approaches to expand the queried keyword set. The first one is corpus-based, which uses the knowledge of the association of each keyword in the keyword universe. The knowledge can be obtained by the preprocessing of the objects when they are inserted into an IR system. The second one is query-based, which uses the knowledge of the co-occurrence of keywords in each different queried keyword set. The knowledge can be obtained when a queried keyword set is submitted into the system. In both approaches, many algorithms have been developed to extract and rank the association of each keyword [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . These associations can then be used to help users expand their queries automatically or semi-automatically (i.e., interactively).
Query expansion is often difficult to implement in a distributed environment like P2P networks, as lots of processing and communication is needed to obtain the co-occurrence knowledge of keywords in objects or in user queries. However, query expansion can be easily facilitated by our hypercube index scheme. This is because objects indexed in the hypercube are highly clustered: neighboring nodes have their objects described by only slightly different keyword sets. More precisely, let K be a keyword set and let u = F h (K) be the node responsible for K. Any keyword w that co-occurs with K (and nothing more) must be handled by u's neighboring node within one-hop distance. Similarly, any keyword set K that co-occurs with K must be handled by u's neighboring node within |K | hops. Therefore, when a query is issued at node u and some k keywords are to be recommended to expand the query, node u needs only contact its neighboring nodes within k hops to see which set K of keywords is more likely to co-occur with the original query.
To recommend a candidate set, each neighbor v i reports to node u the number of its responsible objects that are associated with K ∪ {w i } for every keyword w i it has indexed. The collection of the counts then provides u the knowledge about which keyword is more likely to co-occur with K. If each neighbor v i also tells u its knowledge about which keyword w ij is more likely to co-occur with K ∪ {w i }, then u can obtain the knowledge about which keyword set K , |K | ≤ 2, is more likely to co-occur with K. Clearly, the co-occurrence relation can be accumulated to extend u's knowledge about candidate sets of size up to any given level k after k rounds of message exchanges between neighboring nodes.
Alternatively, u may also recommend multiple keywords to K based only on the co-occurrence relation of K with each single keyword w i collected from its child nodes. More precisely, suppose u knows that K is more likely to co-occur with w 1 , then w 2 , then w 3 , and so on. Then, to recommend two keywords to K, u can select {w 1 , w 2 }, then {w 1 , w 3 }, then {w 1 , w 4 }, and so on. Similarly, to recommend three keywords to K, u can select {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 }, then {w 1 , w 2 , w 4 }, and so on. This recommendation is clearly less precise than the previous one using information iteratively collected from neighbors within k hops. However, it costs less efforts and is usually sufficient in practice for query expansion.
Note that in the above we illustrated keyword co-occurrence relation based on their frequency in objects. As mentioned earlier, the co-occurrence relation can also be based on user queries. Our hypercube index scheme can also easily support such expansion as each node responsible for a keyword set K not only indexes objects associated with K, but also handles queries composed of K. So each node has the knowledge about how often a query to its keyword set has been issued, and therefore can learn about the co-occurrence relation of queried keywords.
Query expansion not only improves search, but can also help alleviate hot spots in our system. Observe that each keyword set is responsible by a unique node. So a node u responsible for a popular keyword set K may receive many queries of K, thereby raising a potential hot spot. Using query expansion, the system can distribute u's loads to other nodes by adding some keywords to K. Moreover, many DHT overlays also have their techniques in dealing with hot spots, and so they can be assumed by the underlying DHT layer to cope with hot spots.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conduct some experiments to see the performance of the hypercube index scheme. The data set we use consists of 131,180 records from the website directory of PCHome (http://www.pchome.com.tw), the largest local portal site in Taiwan. Each website record is maintained manually by experienced editors, and contains the following six fields: ID, Title, URL, Category, Description, and Keyword. We treat each record as an object to be indexed in our hypercube, and use the set of words in the Keyword field as its keyword set. The distribution of keyword set sizes is shown in Fig. 6(a) . On average, each object is associated with 6.3 keywords. The keyword frequency of t1 he data set is shown in Fig. 6 (b) in logarithmic scale (in base e). The distribution follows Zipf's law with slope of approximately −0.94.
Note that since our index scheme is independent of the underlying DHT overlay, our experiments will be conducted only on a logical hypercube we build. Thus, all measurements are with respect to the hypercube. One can, however, easily translate them to a physical implementation. For example, for search performance we measure the number of nodes need to be contacted in the hypercube. Each contact will correspond to one lookup request in the DHT, which costs about O(log N ) messages on average, where N is network size (see Section IV-B).
A. Load Distribution
In the first experiment, we study how the dimensionality r of the hypercube affects load distribution in the hypercube. For each given r, we build a hypercube of dimension r, and assign each object in our data set a node in the hypercube responsible for indexing the object. Then we rank the load of nodes from heavy to light, and determine the percentage of objects each node handles. The results are drawn in Fig. 7 by the lines marked H-r for r = 8 to 14. A perfectly balanced of load would be a straight line with slope 1. This line is also shown in the chart for reference. Another reference line is obtained by simply hashing (using SHA-1 in combination with mod) the objects directly to the nodes. This line is referred to as 'DHT-r' in the chart. 1 DHT networks often use hash functions to distribute objects (by their names) to nodes so as to balance load. So the reference line provides a guideline to see if our index scheme can achieve the load balance of regular DHT networks. From Fig. 7 we see that 'DHT-r' deviates slightly from the 'Perfect' line. That is, although the direct hashing scheme is considered as an appealing approach for load balance, it is unlikely to achieve a perfect scenario.
We see from the figure that the load distribution improves when r increases from 6 to 10-at which the scheme achieves the load balance of DHT, but becomes worse when r increases from 10 to 14. We draw five more charts in Fig. 8 to further explore the relationship between r and the load distribution. In each chart, there is a node distribution in the hypercube with respect to the number of bit-1 in their IDs. Each point (x, y) in the line represents the percentage of nodes that have an ID u such that |One(u)| = x. The line follows normal distribution with mean r/2. The other line is object distribution. Each point (x, y) in the line represents the percentage of objects indexed at those nodes u where |One(u)| = x. Note that the node distribution curve is always centered in each chart, while the object distribution curves have their top positioned at roughly the same x-value (as the data set is fixed). So when r increases, the object distribution curve appears to move (left) toward the node distribution curve, then separates apart.
Intuitively, indexing load will be balanced if an object distribution can approach the node distribution. From the charts we see that the two distributions are most close to each other when r is around 10. This explains why the curve r = 10 in Fig. 7 is closer to the perfect load distribution line than the others.
The above observation highlights us how to choose an appropriate r in the hypercube index scheme. We observe that 1 Unless stated otherwise, each line in our figures is the average of at least five repetitions of experimental results. Note that some experiments are deterministic, for example, mapping objects to a hypercube. So the load distribution of a given hypercube is also deterministic (when the experimental objects are chosen). the node distribution curve in Fig. 8 can be easily computed for any given r. The object distribution curve is determined by the keyword set sizes distribution in Fig. 6 . The latter can be obtained by sampling some of the data set. Once the keyword set sizes distribution is known, the object distribution curve in Fig. 8 for a given r can also be obtained by using Equation (1) to calculate the percentage of objects that may be indexed by nodes whose IDs have j bit-1's, 0 ≤ j < r. Therefore, given r, both the object distribution and node distribution in Fig. 8 can be computed. We can then choose the r that causes the node distribution curve and object distribution curve to overlap the most. For comparison, we have also drawn load distribution of the distributed inverted index scheme in Fig. 7 . To draw the distribution, for each keyword used in the data set, we hash the keyword to determine a node in the hypercube to handle the keyword, and then insert all objects (by their references) containing the keyword to the node. Note that in this scheme an object may be indexed at more than one node (depending on how many keywords it has). Let n i be the number of objects indexed at the i th node. We measure a node's load by the percentage of i n i it indexes. The load distribution of this scheme is referred to as 'DII-r', where r is the hypercube dimension. To avoid clouding the somewhat crowded chart, here we only show r = 10, 12, and 14. From the figure we see that the scheme results in very unbalanced load as compared to our hypercube index scheme. Table I gives some statistics of the above schemes. Note that since there are 131, 180 objects in our data set and 2 r nodes to index them, the average number of objects indexed per node in H-r is 131, 180/2 r . In contrast, in DII-r since an object is indexed at every node that handles a keyword of the object, and since the average keyword set size of the data set is 6.3, on average, each node indexes 131, 180 × 6.3/2 r objects. That is, the index load per node of DII-r is 6.3 times that of H-r. In addition, we also see when r = 10, the load ratio of the top 5% nodes versus the bottom 5% nodes is as high as 18.7, while in our hypercube index scheme the ratio is about 4.6.
B. Search Performance
The second experiment studies superset search performance of our index scheme. To conduct the experiment, we build a hypercube of dimension r, and index the data set in the hypercube. We then issue some queries to the hypercube, and measure the number of nodes need to be contacted to resolve the queries. For the queries, we use query logs collected at PCHome in some two-week period. Each log records the set of keywords of a query, the time of the query, and the originator (IP address) of the query; but here only the keyword set and the time information will be used. For each size m, we sample 100 keyword sets of size m from the query logs, and use the keyword sets as queries to the hypercube index scheme. The search scheme in a spanning binomial tree is breadthfirst (BFS) and top-down. The results for r = 10, 12 and m = 1, 2, . . . 5 are shown in Fig. 9 .
Observe that if the node F h (K) responsible for keyword set K has j bit-1's (i.e., |One(F h (K))| = j), then a query of keyword set K in the worst case may have to search 2 r−|One(F h (K))| nodes in the hypercube (see Section IV-E). That is, 2 −|One(F h (K))| of the total nodes in the hypercube. If |K| = m, and m is relatively small as compared to r, then |One(F h (K))| has high probability to be m. So the percentage of nodes that could be searched is approximately 2 −m at 100% recall rate. So from Fig. 9 we see that if all matching objects need to be returned, then approximately 2 −m of nodes need to be contacted in both r = 10 and 12. From the charts we also see that the search space grows approximately in linear to the recall rate. This is because the indexing load in our scheme is evenly distributed among nodes.
To improve search efficiency (in particular, short queries), we develop a search strategy called Guided Depth-First 
Search (GDFS)
to explore spanning binomial trees in a depthfirst style. When a root node receives a query composed of keyword set K, the root node asks its child nodes in the next level to see how many of their objects match the query. The root node collects the results, sorts them in a descending order, and then uses the order to decide which child node to traverse first. Each internal node in the tree uses the scheme recursively to traverse its subtree. The intuition behind GDFS is that if a keyword set K is likely to appear with some keyword w 1 than with keyword w 2 , then the combination K ∪{w 1 } is more likely to appear with a third keyword w 3 than the combination K ∪{w 2 } with w 3 . So if a child node u of F h (K) responsible for some keyword set K ∪ K 1 has more objects matching the query K than another child node v responsible for keyword set K ∪ K 2 , then the child node u will be explored first. Note that the information about the number of matching objects in each child node can be cached and so needs not be requested in every query. In practice, cache can be very effective unless objects distribution varies dramatically from time to time.
To compare GDFS with the ordinary BFS, we use the same experiment environment as the previous one to evaluate GDFS. We assume that each node has the information about the number of matching objects in its child nodes. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . By comparing with Fig. 9 , we see that GDFS indeed is very effective. In general, the number of visited nodes can be reduced by nearly half. For example, when r = 10 and |K| = 1, to reach 50% recall rate, about 22.5% nodes need to be visited in BFS, while only 12.5% nodes need to be visited in GDFS. When r = 10 and |K| = 2, 12.5% nodes need to be visited in BFS, as opposed to 7% in GDFS. 
C. Query Expansion
Recall that our hypercube easily supports query expansion because the co-occurrence relation of keywords can be obtained by exchanging keyword frequency information between neighboring nodes. In the next experiment we study how query expansion improves search efficiency. We use the same experimental setting as before. We define two parameters: expansion level k, the number of keywords to be added to a queried keyword set, and expansion branch s, the number of keyword sets to be recommended. Recall from Section IV-G that given an expansion level k, a node u responsible for K can recommend a candidate set K of size k to be added to K based on the single keyword correlation with K it collects from its child nodes. So, given an expansion level k and an expansion branch s, u will recommend the 'best' s candidates K 1 , . . . , K s , each of size k, to be added to a query K. Given the candidates, search proceeds as follows: u first contacts the node responsible for K ∪ K 1 to query matching objects, then the node responsible for K ∪ K 2 , and so on until the node responsible for K ∪ K s is searched. Each node responsible for K ∪ K i uses the ordinary BFS search method to retrieve objects that can be described by K ∪ K i . If the results of the recommended candidate sets do not contain enough objects requested by the user, then u uses BFS to retrieve the rest of the objects (note that all nodes in the subhypercube induced by u will be searched at most once).
We first fix query branch s = 4, and study how the expansion level k affects search efficiency when query has just one keyword (m = 1). The result for r = 10 is shown on the left in Fig. 11 . We see that query expansion greatly improves search. The larger the level, the more information a node has about keyword co-occurrence relation, and so the better the search efficiency. For example, about 20% and 35% of matching objects can be retrieved by just visiting 1% of the nodes for k = 3 and 4, respectively. On the right we vary the branch number s while fixing the expansion level to 3. We see that the affect to search efficiency by query branch becomes insignificant when s is large. This is because objects have clustering property. So a few branches are enough to locate the major clusters of objects that match a keyword. For the rest of matching objects, since BFS is used to retrieve them, the remaining search performance is similar to BFS.
D. Effect of Cache
We commented at the end of Section IV-D that cache may help boost performance of the system. In the last experiment we study query performance of the index scheme in the presence of cache. The setting is similar to the previous one, except that we install a cache at each node. A node u = F h (K) that receives a query of K will first check if it has previously cached the query result of K. If so, it returns the cached result; otherwise, it uses the ordinary BFS scheme to perform superset search. When the result is returned, it will also put a copy of the result in its cache. We use a simple FIFO scheme to manage the cache. Cache capacity is measured by the maximum number of queries to be cached. For a fixed recall rate, we measure the percentage of nodes need to be contacted with respect to cache capacity.
Before presenting the results, we first provide some statistic of the query logs we obtained from PCHome. In the twoweek observation period, we count the number of occurrences of different query keyword sets entered every day, and then rank them according to their frequencies. Then we average the number of occurrences of the i th place of the query sets at different days. (Note that the i th most popular query may be different at different days.) The average frequency of the i th most popular query is shown in Fig. 12. For example, the statistic shows that, on average, nearly 14,000 of the same query have been submitted to PCHome every day. We can also see that the ten most popular queries account more than 60% of the total queries. This statistic indicates that cache will be quite effective in boosting performance.
The results of the query performance experiment with cache are shown in Fig. 13 . Each line in the figure represents the effect of cache for a fixed r and recall rate. The line is obtained by supplying all queries (about 178,000) given at some day to PCHome to the hypercube and then averaging the results. The average length of a query is 1.22 keywords. Due to hash collision, the node that handles a query has slightly less than 1.22 bit-1's. So to get 100% recall rate, slightly more than 2 −1.22 = 43% of nodes need to be contacted without any cache. In this figure, the actual number is about 45%. We see that cache indeed can greatly reduce the search cost. For example, with a capacity of 8, on average less than 1% of nodes need to be contacted even if we demand 100% recall rate for both r = 10 and 12.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel index scheme for keyword search in structured P2P networks. Unlike existing approaches that are based on inverted index, we use hypercube to index objects according to their keyword sets. Like key search in DHTs, an object can be efficiently and deterministically located by one lookup operation if its keyword set is given. Object insert, delete, and maintenance also take one lookup regardless of the keyword set size of the object. In contrast, multiple lookups are required for distributed inverted index. The cost is also high if one wishes to retrieve an object that matches exactly a keyword set.
When searching for objects described by a keyword set (i.e., superset search), our hypercube index scheme is such that it becomes more efficient when more keywords are given. In contrast, distributed inverted index is more effective when queried keyword sets are small. Although small keyword set queries are inevitable, they severely affect search precision [12] . Besides, when queries are short, many objects may match the query, especially in a huge information repository where P2P networks are targeting. One cannot expect the system to return all matching objects at a time, but rather to interactively and cumulatively send the results to the user. Ranking becomes particularly important to determine the ordering of objects to be returned. Query expansion also helps describing the target and narrowing down the search scope.
Another feature that distinguishes our hypercube index scheme is the ease of facilitating ranking and query expansion without resorting to some global statistics. In our hypercube index structure, exploring the matching objects corresponds to traversing the spanning binomial tree rooted at the node responsible for the queried keyword set. Objects in the tree are indexed such that their keyword sets differing from the root by i keywords are within i hops from the root. So by exploring the tree top down or bottom up, one can retrieve objects according to their specificness (measured by the number of additional keywords). Also thank to the clustering effect of keyword sets, query expansion is easily achieved because a node can obtain which additional keywords are likely to co-occur with its keyword set by contacting only its neighbors.
We have also evaluated our index scheme using real data collected from the Web. The results indicate that the scheme can result in quite balanced indexing load. This, however, also indicates that search space may increase in proportion to recall rate. To improve search efficiency, we investigated several approaches, including GDFS, query expansion, and caching. All of them proved very effective in reducing the nodes to be contacted. In particular, with just a small size of cache, the number of nodes need to be contacted is significantly reduced: less than 1% of nodes per query in order to retrieve all the matching objects.
Finally, we observe that the index scheme is decomposable: instead of using a single large hypercube to index objects, we can divide the entire keyword set into smaller subsets, and then use a hypercube for each subset to index objects. This is useful when objects have multi-dimensional attributes, and search can go from any dimension. For example, a book record has several fields: title, authors, publisher, etc. So instead of using a single large vector to index each object, we can use several smaller vectors to describe it, one for each dimension of attributes. A large index vector results in a large dimension of indexing hypercube, which in turn increases search complexity. Decomposing keyword sets therefore increases search performance, especially when keywords from different attribute fields are not equally frequently queried. C a c h e S i z e P e rc e ntage of Nodes V is ited r= 10, R e c a ll= 100% r= 10, R e c a ll= 50% r= 10, R e c a ll= 25% C ac he S ize P erce ntage of Node s V is ited r= 12, R e c all= 100% r= 12, R e c all= 50% r= 12, R e c all= 25% Fig. 13 . Query performance-with cache.
